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Summary
With the increases in demand for cargo bikes for last-mile deliveries in the cities, more and more brands are
introducing different models with different constructions. However, at the current moment very little
legislation is in place to regulate these in the Netherlands. Topsector Logistiek, as the independent network
for sustainable mobility, wants to research among others the safety aspects of different cargo bikes through
experimental research. The intention is to use this research to initiate a discussion regarding the safety
aspects of on the market available cargo bikes which are mostly not regulated by means of neither an
European nom/directive nor a Dutch equivalent.
This report covers the current legislation and the gaps which require attention. For this project, a series of
dangerous situations and circumstances have been determined and these have been used to set up a series
of standardized tests which can be used to determine the stability of cargo bikes, the braking-capability, as
well as the battery-range.
Furthermore, the construction of the cargo bikes made available have been evaluated by an expert. The
results of the tests look promising overall, however, some finetuning is recommended.
The different test-procedures and the substantiations regarding how the tests are carried out can also be
found in the report. Some tests are primarily founded on research and available norms where others are
based on experimental research. Finally, recommendations for the test-procedures can be found at the end
of the report.
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Definitions and Abbreviations
COG

Center of Gravity

Unloaded Condition With this is understood that the bike is not carrying any cargo. Unless otherwise 		
stated, this does not apply to the driver.
Loaded Condition

The cargo bike loaded to the maximum cargo rating, unless otherwise stated.
If the total weight of the bike with cargo and driver exceeds the maximum rating
of the bike, the cargo should be the maximum rated cargo with a driver. In this 		
project the cargo bikes are also loaded uniformly, meaning the COG will be at the 		
center of the cargo area.

Driver

In the case of this report; an average Dutch male (85 kg), however it is
recommended to use a test driver of average values between men
(85 kg, 181,1 cm) and women (72 kg, 167,4 cm) which would mean the driver
should weigh around 78,4 kg and be 174,2 cm tall (CBS, 2019). This will provide
a more realistic representation.
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Introduction
The growing demand for electrically assisted cargo bikes in the last decade has resulted in a growing
number of manufacturers on today’s market. The cargo bikes are mainly used for transporting goods in
the inner cities by, among others, various logistics companies. The growth in supply and demand is
accompanied by the arrival of new electric cargo bike brands with various designs with regard to loading
capacity, range, etc. This wide range of different kinds of cargo bikes means that the user/customer faces a
challenge when a choice must be made for a cargo bike. For the customers/users it is therefore important
to be well informed about the differences between the various electric cargo bikes with regard to
safety-aspects such as stability and braking-capability but also other aspects such as the maximum range.
Topsector Logistiek, as the independent network for sustainable mobility, wants to show by means of
experimental research what the differences are between a series of different electric cargo bikes with respect
to the stability, braking, construction, and range. HAN Applied Research Laboratory Automotive (ARL-A) is
conducting this research.
In this report the findings of this project are described. First research is done on what existing legislation
does exist and what the legal landscape looks like in order to determine where the focus should be directed
to. This is used to determine which tests are most suitable to give a full impression of the overall safety of the
cargo bikes but can also highlight loopholes in the legislation. Lastly, the legislation also lays the foundation
for why some tests are chosen from other existing standards.
A conclusion together with further recommendations can be found at the end of the report. Here a
conclusion on the findings can be found, but also recommendations to further tests or modifications/
adjustments to the proposed tests.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Currently very little legislation is in place regarding the design of cargo bikes in most countries and there
are few standards they have to conform with. (Herlufsen, 2017) (Moore & Cawley, 2017) This means that
many cargo bikes with different specs are currently on the market as there is no proper legislation in place
to introduce a set of requirements with respect to safety during operation. Some cargo bikes are able to
carry a maximum of 500 kg of cargo, and without any legislation to assess some of the safety related aspects
such as stability and controllability under certain conditions. Without prober guidelines and set of legal
requirements from the legislator with respect to safety can create dangerous events during operation for
both operators and their surroundings.
Over the last years several incidents have also been documented where the drivers of cargo bikes have
been injured while performing normal maneuvers (AS Media, 2019). In Denmark cases have been reported
where the drivers were thrown off as the cargo bike began to turn (Klitholm, Petersen, & Videbæk, 2017),
even claiming one life in one case. (Work Clausen, 2014) This can mean some cargo bikes are not safe under
normal conditions such as turning and with no legislation in place, it can be hard to standardize and confirm
the safety of a cargo bike.
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Stability Test-Procedures
Stability is one of the main aspects of this research as it has a direct link to the way these cargo bikes are
applied to carry maximum load and how they maneuver through the city centers with tight corners and
speeds up to 25 km/h when electrically assisted. For assessing the dynamic stability of these types of
transport vehicles, there are nonspecific European norm or regulations of any type.
The recently published DIN 79010:2019 defines only procedure and test method for dynamic stability
assessment of the multi-track cargo bikes. In addition to this HAN-Automotive has conducted different
type of tests to investigate the possibilities for establishing robust procedure(s) and test method(s) to assess
the stability/controllability of different types of cargo bikes under different conditions, such as: different load
capacities, different vehicle speeds and the influence of maneuvering. The established test method(s) and
procedure(s) must be applicable for different types of cargo bikes available on the consumers market. In the
following different predefined tests and test set ups will be discussed.
During testing, several different tests are performed in order to establish an efficient procedure of assessing
the stability/controllability of the cargo bikes. For assessing the stability, the designated tests can be divided
into two subcategories: Static stability and dynamic stability.
The static stability assessment of the cargo bikes is based on the tilting stability and parking stability as
well in loaded as in unloaded conditions. This applies to both the single- and multi-tracked cargo bikes.
The dynamic stability of cargo bikes is partially covered in DIN 79010:2019 and partially covered by the
established tests such as (Evasive Maneuver and High speed) by HAN-Automotive. All the tests are applied
to both the multi-tracked and single-tracked cargo bikes.
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STABILITY TEST PROCEDURES

2.1 Evasive Maneuver (Double Lane-Change)
Evasive maneuvers can be required by something occupying the lane ahead (stopped bike, person walking
onto bike lane etc.) or something suddenly happening ahead. It is therefore important that the cargo bikes
can perform this maneuver safely, in a space equivalent to a bikepath, as it is a matter of safety not just for
the cargo bike, but also the surrounding traffic. The test is intended to mimic the cargo bike avoiding
something in its own lane, therefore changing to the oncoming lane, after which the bike returns to its own
lane.
The test procedure for cargo bikes will be based on ISO 3888-2:2011 although with alterations to ensure
applicability to cargo bikes. As with ISO 3888-2:2011 this test will be used to subjectively assess the
maneuvering capabilities of cargo bikes.

2.1.1 Velocity
The velocity of the test will be based on the considered normal speed of a bike. According to CROW the
'normal' biking speed is between 15 and 23 km/h and with reference to the Fietsbalans Report made by
Fietsersbond, the cruise speed is considered to be 18 km/h (CROW, 2016). For this test the cruise speed of
18 km/h will therefore be the initial speed.
As this test is meant to simulate an evasive maneuver, the driver should not be pedaling while performing
the maneuver. This is primarily done as a natural response is to slow down. The decreasing speed will also
make it easier to control the bike during cornering and higher speeds may overstress the traction of the tires
which can lead to them losing grip (MCN News, 2019). Similarly, braking is not used in this test as it will be
difficult to reproduce.

2.1.2 Track Dimensions
In the Netherlands there is no clear definition of the minimum width of a bike path (fietspad). Therefore,
this test is based on the width of the bikes. Normal bikes, including cargo bikes with only two wheels, are
allowed a maximum width of up to 0,75 meters both with and without cargo. For bikes with three wheels or
more the maximum width is 1,50 meters (CROW, 2016). For the test, the maximum widths will not be used
but rather the width will be based on the width of the cargo bike.
Furthermore, bikes will have some lateral movement which can differ widely based on age, speed, and other
factors, however 0,20 meters is considered the standard lateral deviation (CROW, 2016). Additionally, a safety
distance to other bikers, in the same lane or oncoming, of 0,25 meters is considered.
Figure 1
Track layout.
Source
(ISO International
Organization for
Standardization, 2011)
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The width of the lane in Section 1 is the combination of the maximum bike width, the lateral deviation, and
the safety distance:
b=WidthCargo Bike +dl + ds1 + ds2

Equation 1
b=WidthCargo Bike + 0,20 + 0,125 + 0,125
Please note: Between two opposing bikes the safety distance will be 0,25 m and thus theoretically the distance
from either bike to the center line of the road will be 0,125 m. Towards a curb, the safety distance will differ
between depending on the height of the curb. In order to standardize the test most possible, the safety distance on
either side of the cargo bike will be kept similar, so the cargo bike should ride in the middle of the lane, rather than
off-centered.
The length of Section 1 and 2 is combined and is the distance covered before reacting to the obstacle which
has to be avoided. Since human reaction-time varies widely from person to person, an assumption is made
since generally 90% of the population is able to react in 2.5 seconds or less (University of Idaho, n.d.). The
length of Sector 1 and Sector 2 combined is defined as:
l1+2 = treaction ∙ v

Equation 2
As v = 18 km/h = 18/3,6 = 5 m/s:
l1+2 = 2,5 ∙ 5 = 12,5 m
The length of Section 1 is half of this distance and Section 2 makes up the other half:
l1 = l2=

l1+2
2

=

12,5
2

= 6,25 m

The length of Section 3 should be 1,95 meters. It is assumed that the obstacle to evade is another standard
bike but since no legal framework for the maximum length of a bike exists, the dimensions are those of a
standard bike, which is 1,95 meters (CROW, 2016).
Assuming the obstacle to be avoided takes up the entire lane which the driver is in initially, the driver would
want to pass this with a safe distance. For this, the standard safety distance of 0,25 meters is used and is
applied as a lane offset for Section 3. The width of Section 3 is the same as Section 1. This ensures that a
safety distance of 0,25 meters is present on either side of the cargo bike. The lane offset acts as the safety
distance on the side towards the obstacle and the 0,25 meters included in Section 3 as the safety distance to
the opposite side.
Similar to ISO 3888-2:2011, Section 4 should ensure high lateral accelerations and for this reason is one
meter shorter than Section 2.
Section 5 is of similar length to Section 1, however it has double the safety distance to accommodate the
rider stabilizing the cargo bike. A Summary of all dimensions can be found in Table 1.
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Table 1
Dimension of the
Evasive Maneuver
track-layout.

Section

Length

Lane Offset

Width (b)

1

6,25 m

-

WidthCargo Bike + 0,20 + 0,25

2

6,25 m

-

-

3

1,95 m

0,25

WidthCargo Bike + 0,20 + 0,25

4

l2-1

-

-

5

6,25 m

-

WidthCargo Bike + 0,20 + 0,50

The track must be outlined with cones as seen in Figure 2.
Figure 2
Cone placement
for the Evasive
Maneuver.
Source
(ISO International
Organization for
Standardization,
2011)

Note: Similar to ISO 3888-2:2011 the cones must be minimum 500 mm high to ensure they are not too low to be
considered an obstacle (ISO International Organization for Standardization, 2011). Furthermore, the cones should
be placed with the track limits tangential to the base circle of the cones.

2.1.3 Execution
•

The rider will approach the track as seen in Figure 2 with a speed of 18 km/h.

•

Once the rider reaches cone e and e’ (See Figure 2) the rider will stop pedaling.

•

Brakes may not be applied during the test.

•

The rider has to first make a left turn followed thereafter by a right turn.

•

The rider has to stay between the cones without losing control of the cargo bike.

•

The rider must maintain a normal seating position during the test, however, as it is meant to 			
simulate an emergency, the driver may lean into the turns to keep the cargo bike upright.

•

The test should be performed with tires inflated to the manufacturer’s specifications.

•

The test must be performed with full load and no load.

2.1.4 Pass/Fail Criteria
The test is considered passed if the following criteria is fulfilled.
•

The bike does not fall over while performing the test.

•

In the case of multi-track cargo bikes the wheels do not lift.

•

The bike does not throw off the rider.

•

No cones are knocked over by the bike.

2.1.5 Data Measurement and Collection
The speed of the vehicle will be measured, and the speed data will be sampled with 10 Hz. The data will be
logged by means of datalogger. The rest of the assessment will be conducted visually, and it may be filmed
during the trial.

2.1.6 Data Processing
After the speed data and the videos are analyzed the vehicle will be judged accordingly and will be declared
as pass or fail.
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2.2 Steady-State Circle (Cornering Stability)
To ensure that cargo bikes are able to safely navigate the inner cities, they should be able to perform a turn
with the minimum radius which can be encountered in the city. Most of the tasks performed by cargo bikes
will be undertaken in cities for last-mile deliveries (Reid, 2018) which means they have to safely navigate in
these surroundings.
A way to test the cornering abilities for the cargo bikes is by using a steady-state circle. Here each cargo bike
will have to drive in a circle with a given radius at a predetermined constant speed. A similar test is described
in DIN 79010, however it is limited to multi-tracked cargo bikes. Here single-tracked cargo bikes are also
included. This is done to test how well they can be controlled fully loaded in a small corner and determine if
they are at risk of falling over at smaller turns. Furthermore, since no maximum length exists for cargo bikes
in the Netherlands, and since single-tracked cargo bikes tend to be longer as their front wheel has to be
placed in front of the cargo compartment, they may be restricted in how tight turns they can make.
Figure 3
Steady-state circle
test-track layout.

Table 2
Normal cornering
accelerations of a
selection of cargo
bikes in various
corners.

2.2.1 Track Dimensions
The track to be driven is a circle with a radius of 5 meters. The
radius is chosen as 5 meters as it conforms with the DIN
79010:2019-03. Furthermore 5 meters is also considered the
smallest radius which a corner should have on a Dutch bike
path (Fietspad) (CROW, 2016). The radius (r) will be measured
from the center of the steered axle of the cargo bike to the
center of the circle.

2.2.2 Velocity
Multi-tracked cargo bikes will have to perform the test at 10
km/h which is an increase of 25% from the 8 km/h in DIN
79010. This velocity is determined through testing where a
selection of common cargo bikes which were driven through
various corners by a trained test driver in loaded and unloaded
condition. The driver was told to choose the speed he found
appropriate for the various corners.
A corner with a small radius is typically taken at lower speeds
to prevent falling/rolling over or losing traction where a larger
corner can be taken at a higher velocity before the same
dangers become apparent. What causes the bike to fall/roll
over or lose traction is the force acting on the bike in the
corner.
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This force is caused by the normal cornering acceleration acting on the mass of the bike. The normal
cornering acceleration can be related to the radius of a corner as well as the velocity of the bike in the
corner through the following formula:
an =

v2
ρ

Equation 3
From this it can be deduced that with the higher safe velocities through larger corners the normal cornering
acceleration will remain relatively similar to the lower safe velocities through smaller corners.
By using the average normal cornering acceleration of the tests along with the 5m radius determined earlier,
it is possible to determine the speed which is considered safe for a corner of ρ = 5m. The values as well as the
calculated average are collected in Table 4.
v = √ an ∙ ρ = √ 1,82 ∙ 5 = 3,01

m
s

= 10,85

km
h

It is chosen to round down to 10 km/h for the test-velocity. This is done in case the selection of cargo bikes
used perform better than average in cornering, in which case the test would not apply well for testing cargo
bikes in general. If this is not the case, it may be concluded that the velocity used in testing should be
increased.
For single-tracked cargo bikes, the velocity will be 12 km/h; partly because single-tracked cargo bikes can
lean into corners enabling them to corner at higher speeds, but 12 km/h is also considered the lowest
velocity a single-tracked bicycle will remain stable at, requiring single-tracked cargo bikes to minimum
maintain this speed to remain stable while testing (CROW, 2016).

2.2.3 Execution
•

The rider will perform a rolling start and enter the track at the predetermined speed.

•

The rider will perform one full round on the track, before leaving the track.

•

The speed must be kept constant.

•

The rider has to stay between the lines without losing control of the cargo bike.

•

The rider must maintain an upright seating position during the test.

•

The test should be performed with tires inflated to the manufacturer’s specifications.

•

The test must be performed with full load and no load.

•

The test should be performed in both directions. (Clockwise and counterclockwise)

2.2.4 Pass/Fail Criteria
Multi-tracked cargo bike: The test is considered a pass if the cargo bike makes a full round without
encountering problems following the guideline or lifting a wheel.
Single-tracked cargo bike: The test is considered a pass if the cargo bike makes a full round without
encountering problems following the guideline or falling over/driver losing control.

2.2.5 Data Measurement and Collection
The speed of the vehicle will be measured, and the speed data will be sampled at 10 Hz. The data will be
logged by means of datalogger. The rest of the assessment will be conducted visually, and it may be filmed
during the trial.

2.2.6 Data Processing
After the speed data and the videos are analyzed the vehicle will be judged accordingly and will be declared
as pass or fail.
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2.3 Constant High-Speed (Straight Line Stability)
Currently limited legislation is available for cargo bikes and therefore they often fall under the legislation for
regular bicycles. If they feature electric assistance, they will thus fall under the classification of L1e-A for
powered cycles (EU - European Union, 2013). Legally cargo bikes can for this reason be electrically assisted
up to 25 km/h making it important to ensure driving at this speed can be done safely. With reports of cargo
bikes becoming unstable at higher speeds (Work Clausen, 2014) it will be assessed whether the cargo bikes
will remain stable and controllable at higher speeds. The assessment will be based on the driver feedback
(Subjective feedback) but should also be based on data collected using an accelerometer.

2.3.1 Velocity
With the electric assistance allowed up to 25 km/h (Rijksoverheid, n.d.) the cargo bikes should reach this
speed and maintain it to assess the behavior of the cargo bike. Higher speeds than 25 km/h are considered
outside the scope of this project.
When starting the test, the rider will accelerate until the speed of 25 km/h is reached after which this speed
will be maintained for a minimum of 30 seconds to collect enough data for the assessment. After 30 seconds
has passed, the rider will slow the cargo bike down to a stop. Optimally the test can be performed for longer
durations, but since 30 seconds requires a straight of minimum 208 m, excluding room for acceleration, it
may be difficult to find a place where longer tests can be performed.

2.3.2 Track Dimensions
Generally, it is not possible to drive through corners at full speed and the test will therefore be carried out on
a straight track. The track should at least be wide enough to accommodate the bike, the lateral deviation of
the bike, and the safety distance between the cargo bike and potential other bikes. At higher speeds the
momentum will help keep the bike steady making the lateral deviation minimal. The minimal amount of
lateral deviation is conventionally assumed to be 0,20 m (CROW, 2016) and will be used in this test.
The safety distance between bikes is generally assumed to be 0,25 m assuming normal conditions (CROW,
2016). One 'lane' (b) is therefore considered to be the width of the bike, the lateral displacement, as well as
half the safety distance on either side:
b = Width Cargo Bike + dLateral Deviation +

Equation 4

Figure 4
Normal safety
distance between
bikes.
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d Safety
2

+

d Safety
2

= WidthCargo Bike + 0,20 + 0,125 + 0,125

STABILITY TEST PROCEDURES

An explanation of the safety distance is provided in Figure 7.

2.3.3 Execution
•

The rider will accelerate to 25 km/h

•

Once the rider reaches 25 km/h the rider will maintain this speed for minimum 30 seconds.

•

When the rider has been driving 25 km/h for minimum 30 seconds, the rider will slow down and stop.

•

The rider must maintain an upright seating position during the test.

•

The test should be performed with tires inflated to the manufacturer’s specifications.

•

The test must be performed with full load and no load.

•

The test will be performed visually and may be filmed.

•

It is recommended to use a camera to film the steer and the steering input.

2.3.4 Pass/Fail Criteria
The test is considered passed if the following criteria is fulfilled:
•

The bike remains steady at high speed. (Subjective)

•

The bike does not vibrate at high speed. (Data from Video)

•

The cargo bike maintains a straight line with little to no steering input.

2.3.5 Data Measurement and Collection
The speed of the vehicle will be measured, and the speed data will be sampled at 100 Hz. The data will be
logged by means of datalogger. The rest of the assessment will be conducted visually, and it may be filmed
during the trial.

2.3.6 Data Processing
After the speed data and the videos are analyzed the vehicle will be judged accordingly and will be declared
as pass or fail.

2.4 Sloped Road (Sideways Stability)
The Netherlands currently does not have any restrictions on the maximum inclination of a road (Vreugdenhil, n.d.). However, it is important to ensure the cargo bikes do not fall/roll over easily. It is therefore chosen
to use a test from DIN 79010 (§ 5.6.1) for testing this. This also ensures that in case the DIN 79010 is used as a
foundation for a future European standard, the Dutch standard will easily conform with the European
standard.
The test simulates a driver and a load in the cargo area of the bike on an incline in a direction perpendicular
to the driving direction of the bike as if the driver is driving on a non-plane road.

2.4.1 General
Since single-tracked cargo bikes can lean independently of the road surface, they are exempt from this test.
It is therefore only multi-tracked cargo bikes which should be subjected to this test.
To simulate the weight of the driver 50 kg should be placed on the saddle and 10 kg should be placed
on both sides of the steer. The saddle should be adjusted to the maximum height. If a maximum height
indicator is not present, the saddle should be adjusted until 100 mm remains not extended.
The maximum load specified by the manufacturer should be applied to all cargo areas. The height of the
load on the saddle as well as on the cargo areas should not exceed 300 mm. If a parking brake in the form
of lockable brakes which prevent the bike from rolling are present, these may be applied for safety.
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2.4.2 Execution
•

All wheels are inflated according to the manufacturer’s specifications.

•

The bike is loaded with 50 kg on the saddle and 10 kg on both sides of the steer.

•

All cargo areas are fully loaded according to the manufacturer’s specifications.

•

The bike is positioned on a surface which prevents the bike from sliding.

•

The surface is tilted minimum 18 % to both sides (10,2°).

2.4.3 Pass/Fail Criteria (Horizontal Stability)
The test is considered passed if the following criteria is fulfilled:
1. The bike does not fall/roll over to either side.

2.5 Static Stability (Parking Stability)
To ensure that the cargo bikes remain stationary even when the driver is not present as this is often the case
with deliveries, a test of the parking stability should be performed. As with the Sloped Road Test (Sideways
Stability), this test also considers the stability of the bikes when positioned on an incline. Similar to the
Sloped Road Test (Sideways Stability), since no regulations on road inclinations exist in the Netherlands
(Vreugdenhil, n.d.), it is chosen to adapt a test-procedure from DIN 79010 (§ 5.7). This also ensures that in
case the DIN 79010 is used as a foundation for a future European standard, the Dutch standard will easily
conform with the European standard.

2.5.1 General (Both)
Cargo bikes must be equipped with a mechanical locking function which can secure the loaded and
unloaded cargo bike on inclines up to 10 % (5,7°). For inclines of more than 10 % the parking may be done
using wheel chocks or similar.
The tests must be performed in the unloaded as well as loaded conditions, without a driver present. In
the loaded condition the load must be the maximum permissible load stated by the manufacturer with a
standard driver:
mCargo = mBikeMaxRating - mCargobike- mDriver

Equation 5
The bike must be tilted according to Table 3 and Figure 8. It is permissible to first tilt the surface and then
subsequently position the bike.

2.5.2 Conditions - Single-Track
The gearing must be in a free state during testing (For automatic gearboxes the gearing should be in 'Park' if
available). If the steering can be locked the test should be performed in the locked condition; is this achieved
by turning the steering system to either left or right, the test must be performed for both. If a locking-system
is not available, the test must be performed both with the steering set straight and inclined towards the
support of the bike.
During testing the bike should be positioned on the testing surface with the support(s) deployed or be in
parking position. The bike must rest on the support(s). If the bike is equipped with both a tilt-stand and a
center-stand both should be tested. If the bike can only stand on one wheel while a center-stand is deployed, that wheel is used. If the bike can stand on either front- or rear-wheel with the center-stand deployed, the rear-wheel should be used.

2.5.3 Conditions - Multi-Track
The gearing must be in a free state during testing (For automatic gearboxes the gearing should be in 'Park' if
available). If the steering can be locked the test should be performed in the locked condition.
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Table 3
Inclinations used for
testing the parking
stability of cargo
bikes.

Tilt Direction

Tilt-/Center-stand		
Gradient

Inclination Angle (α)

Diagonal (Left and Right)

8%

4,6 °

Longitudinal Downhill

10%

5,7 °

Longitudinal Uphill

10%

5,7 °

2.5.4 Execution (Horizontal Stability)
1. The tests must be completed in loaded and unloaded conditions excluding driver.
2. All wheels are inflated according to the manufacturer’s specifications.
3. Steerable wheels must be oriented in straight direction
4. Adjustable suspension components must be set as they were upon delivery from manufacturer.
5. The testing surface is tilted according to Table 3.

Figure 5
Tilting directions for
the cargo bikes for the
Static Stability Test
(Parking Stability).
This applies to both
single-tracked and
multi-tracked cargo
bikes. Image from DIN
79010

2.5.5 Pass/Fail Criteria (Horizontal Stability)
The test is considered passed if the following criteria is fulfilled:
1. The support does not collapse/the cargo bike does not return to driving position. (Single-Track)
2. The bike does not fall/roll over in any direction.
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3

Brake Test-Procedures
The cargo bike is mainly used in inner city areas for transporting of goods. When necessary, a cargo bike
must be brought safely to standstill within an acceptable distance by operating the brakes. The brake
performance of these bikes is a matter of investigation. A series of tests will be performed to study the
brake performance of the to be tested cargo bikes.

3.1 Test-Method and Procedure
As there are not any common and specific set of rules, regulation or testing norms for this type of vehicles
on the European level, HAN-Automotive has investigated the existing norms and the norms of individual
member states to determine the set of requirements needed to assess the brake performance of these
cargo bikes. The European norm EN 15194:2017 only covers the set of requirements for assessing the
brake performance of only two wheeled (single track) cargo bikes. The brake performance assessment of
multi-track cargo bikes is covered neither in this norm nor in any other European norm.
To be able to create an acceptable and defined baseline for the assessment of the braking performance of
the single-track and the multi-track cargo bikes with similar testing conditions and testing requirements, the
recently published DIN 79010:2019 is going to be applied. The test procedures and test methods described
in this norm is determined specific for single track and multi-track cargo bikes. This norm is complimentary
to the NEN-EN-ISO 4210-2:2015 which is applied for assessing of normal city bikes on several aspects such as
braking performance.
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The braking performance assessment test is going to be performed on a prepared test track at HAN
Automotive. Summarized the following handlings are going to be performed to assess the braking
performance of the cargo bikes:
•

Each cargo bike will be instrumented and prepared as described in NEN-EN-ISO 4210-4:2014 (4.6.3.2).

•

The performance test is will be performed on a pre-defined test track as defined in NEN-EN-ISO 42104:2014 (4.6.3.1).

•

The applied force at the handgrip shall not exceed 180 N.

•

The test will be performed under dry conditions as well as wet conditions as described in DIN
79010:2019 and NEN-EN-ISO 4210-4:2014.

•

The test will be performed as stated in DIN 79010:2019 (5.5.1.2).

•

Each cargo bike will be tested with maximum allowable load as defined by the manufacturer.

•

Each cargo bike will be tested without any extra added load except the load of the test person.

•

The brake test will be carried out with maximum initial speed between 12,5 km/h and 25 km/h. The
initial speeds will be documented.

•

In the case of multi-tracked cargo bikes; during braking the bikes may not deviate more than
5% from the lane.

•

When tested; the cargo bikes must meet the requirements listed in Table 4. (Table 4 is based on the
values stated in DIN 79010:2019 (5.5.1.2), seen in Table 5)

Table 4
Minimum braking
deceleration-values
for cargo bikes.

Bike Type

Condition

Brakes Used

Minimum Braking Deceleration

Cargo Bike

Dry

All Axles

3,4 m/s²

Wet

All Axles

2,2 m/s²

Dry

One Axle

2,2 m/s²

Wet

One Axle

1,4 m/s²

3.2 Preparation: NEN-EN-ISO 4210-4:2014 - §4.6.3.2
The test bicycle or the test track shall be instrumented to include the following:
a) A calibrated speedometer or tachometer (accurate to within ±5 %) to indicate to the rider the
approximate speed at the commencement of braking;
b) A velocity-recording device (accurate to within ±2 %) to record the velocity at the commencement
of braking;
c) A distance recording system (accurate to within ±1 %) to record the braking distance;
d) A water spray system, to provide wetting of the braking surface, consisting of a water reservoir
connected by tubing to a pair of nozzles at the front wheel and a pair of nozzles at the rear wheel.
A quick-acting on/off valve shall be included for control by the rider. Each nozzle shall provide a flow
of water at ambient temperature of not less than 4 ml/s. Details of the positions and directions of
nozzles for rim brakes, hub brakes, band brakes, disc brakes, and back-pedal brake are given in
Figure 6 to Figure 12;
NOTE Figure 6 and Figure 12 for rim brakes show side-pull calipers but the same arrangements apply to center
pull-calipers and cantilever brakes.
e) A brake-actuation indicating system to record independently when each lever or pedal is actuated.
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Figure 6
Water nozzles for
rim-brake (front).

Figure 7
Water nozzles for
rim-brake (rear).

Figure 8
Water nozzles for
hub-brake.

Figure 9
Water nozzles for
band-brake.
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Figure 10
Water nozzles for
disc-brake (front).

Figure 11
Water nozzles for
disc-brake (rear).

Figure 12
Water nozzles for
back-pedal brake.
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3.3 Track Dimensions: NEN-EN-ISO 4210-4:2014 - §4.6.3.1
a) Use an indoor test track if possible. If an outdoor test track is used, pay special attention to ambient
conditions throughout the test.
b) The gradient of the track shall not exceed 0,5 %. If the gradient is less than 0,2 % carry out all runs in the
same direction. If the gradient lies between 0,2 % and 0,5 %, carry out alternate runs in opposite
directions.
c) The surface shall be hard, of concrete or fine asphalt, and free from loose dirt or gravel. The minimum
coefficient of friction between the dry surface and the bicycle tire shall be 0,75.
d) The track shall be essentially dry at the commencement of tests. When testing to the requirements of
4.6.3.6 of NEN-EN-ISO 4210-4:2014, the track shall remain dry throughout the tests.
e) The wind speed on the track shall not exceed 3 m/s during the tests.

3.4 Execution: DIN 79010:2019 - §5.5.1.2
The same general requirements as in 5.5.1.1 in DIN 79010:2019 apply.
The requirements in a), b), and c) must be met.
a) When testing on a test-track, the cargo bikes must comply with the listed requirements in Table 5; both
in the fully loaded condition as well as in the unloaded condition.

Table 5
Minimum values for
the braking
deceleration for
different axles of
cargo bikes.

Bike Type

Condition

Brakes Used

Minimum Braking Deceleration

Cargo Bike

Dry

All Axles

3,4 m/s²

Wet

All Axles

2,2 m/s²

Dry

One Axle

2,2 m/s²

Wet

One Axle

1,4 m/s²

b) The cargo bike must display a uniform, safe braking deceleration also when factoring in both its
intended use and the capabilities of the anticipative driver. When testing on the test-track the
characteristics of a safe, uniform stop are to be understood as follows; stopping within the specified
distance should not cause any of the following to occur:
1.

Increase in juddering/jolts.

2.

Front-wheel(s) locking up.

3.

Loss of control of the bike.

4.

Excessive skidding causing the driver to set a foot on the ground to regain control.

5.

Multi-tracked cargo bikes may not deviate more than ±5 % from the brake path.

		

Active counter-steering is not permitted to counteract this.

It is impossible to completely avoid skidding on some wheels during braking with certain brake-systems
and this is therefore considered permissible as long as it does not display the conditions/come into the
situation(s) stated in 4 and 5.
Backpedal-brakes are additionally required to pass the linearity-test described in 4.6.4 in DIN-EN-ISO
4210-4:2014.
c) For cargo bikes the following applies: The ratio of the braking-capability for wet/dry-conditions must be
equal to or higher than 4/10 to ensure the safety during braking in both wet and dry conditions.
The approach used to calculate this ratio is described in 4.6.3.11, point c) for the test-track, of the DIN-EN-ISO
4210-4:2014.
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3.5 Data Measurement and Collection
During the test the data specified in NEN-EN-ISO 4210-4:2014 will be digitally measured and the data will be
collected accordingly.
Data to be measured:
•

Wind speed on the test-track.

•

Acceleration of the cargo bike.

•

Force applied to the brake-levers.

•

Speed of the cargo bike.

The data will be collected at a frequency of 10 Hz and all the data will be logged by means of a data logger.

3.6 Data Processing
After collecting the data, the data will be analyzed and processed accordingly. The test results will be
presented in the form of graphs with definition(s).
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Range Test-Procedures
A series of field tests on public roads are used to determine the battery-range of the various cargo bikes.
The simulated scenario will include many stop-and-go moments as this will affect the total battery range of
a cargo bike. During these tests, measures will be taken to decrease the influence of the rider as much as
possible. The test will be used to assess the battery-range with respect to the specifications delivered by the
manufacturer.

4.1 Velocity
The tests should be carried out at 25 km/h where possible. However, drivers are free to opt for a lower
velocity if the conditions do not allow for higher speeds.
The test should be performed with 25 km/h; however, the driver may opt for lower speeds where it is
deemed necessary such as sharp corners or busy city streets where the surroundings may not allow for
those speeds.

4.2 Track Dimensions
The test should be carried out using a test-route which covers both urban and (semi-)rural areas. The route
should include both straights and turns and preferably also different road-surfaces.
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4.3 Execution
•

Three groups of test-individuals are required.

•

The cargo bikes to be tested should be divided evenly amongst the three groups of test-individuals. The
cargo bikes should be divided into three (close to) equally large groups.

•

Each group of test-individuals should contain as many drivers as the number of cargo bikes per group.
An example on how to distribute the cargo bikes and change them can be seen below (Example 1).

•

The cargo bike should be loaded with 50 % of the maximum allowable load as specified by the
manufacturers.

•

The test groups will be composed according to the body length of the individuals.

•

The designated test-route will be prepared with clear signs at the side of the road to represent the
stop-and-go moments at certain intervals.

•

Each individual test group will drive together and exchange bikes within the group at each stop.

•

The tests should (if possible) be carried out over three consecutive days to minimize differences in
weather conditions as a variable.

•

Each test group will ride with a different group of cargo bikes from the day before.

•

Upon first detection of the electric assist being disabled, the driver/bike should come to a complete stop
and note the data at that location. The distance covered until this point is considered as the maximum
range. The data which should be logged by the driver upon running out of battery, should at minimum
be:
•

Average Velocity

•

Trip Distance

•

Trip Duration

•

The test method and procedures should be instructed to all individuals partaking in the test.

•

All the tests should be performed using the highest level of electrical assistance of the driveline.

•

The test individuals are free to choose any gearing during the test ride.

•

The weather conditions on the days of testing should be noted in the results as these may influence the
results.

Example 1: If 12 cargo bikes are to be tested the cargo bikes should be divided into three groups of four
bikes (A, b, and c). 12 test-individuals are thus required to perform the tests. The test-individuals are also
divided into three groups of four people (a, b, and c):
•

On day one group 'a' drives the cargo bikes of group 'A', group 'b' drives the cargo bikes of group 'B', and
group 'c' drives the cargo bikes of group 'C'.

•

On day two group 'a' drives the cargo bikes of group 'B', group 'b' drives the cargo bikes of group 'C', and
group 'c' drives the cargo bikes of group 'A'.

•

On day three group 'a' drives the cargo bikes of group 'C', group 'b' drives the cargo bikes of group 'A', and
group 'c' drives the cargo bikes of group 'B'.
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•

There will be 3 groups of test individuals.

•

Each group will consist of 5 individuals.

•

The cargo bikes will be also divided into 3 sets of 5 bikes per set.

•

The cargo bike will be loaded with 50 [%] of the maximum allowable load as specified by the
manufacturers.

•

The test groups will be composed according to the body length of the individuals.

•

The designated test route will be prepared with clear signs on side of the road to represent the 		
stop and go moments.

•

Each test group will bike together and swap their bikes after each stop with another individual of 		
the same group.

•

The actual test will take place 3 days in a row to minimize the weather influences.

•

Each test day the test group will ride with a different set of cargo bike than the day before.

•

The test will end in case it is noticed for the first time that there is no electric assistance any
available.

•

The test method and procedures will be instructed to all individuals.

•

All the tests will be performed in the highest assistance level of electric driveline.

•

The test individual is free to choose any gearing during the test ride.

4.4 Data Measurement and Collection
The data from the cargo bike computer including the data from the mobile app will be collected at the end
of each test day.

4.5 Data Processing
The test data from the three days will be analyzed and processed accordingly.
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Test Execution
5.1 Stability Tests
5.1.1 Evasive Maneuver (Double Lane-Change)
To ensure the tests are as accurate as possible and are not influenced by a large quantity of outside variables,
the test is performed on a flat surface, paved with asphalt. It is recommended to use a surface which can be
regarded as common on roads and bike paths where the cargo bikes will usually be in operation.
The test area is laid out so it avoids the manhole-cover which can adversely influence the bikes during
testing. The manhole-cover has very little grip since it is made of steel and sometimes the surrounding
asphalt can be uneven or bumpy, which could cause a wheel to lift easier.
The dimensions of the test area are laid out according to Figure 1.
The test area is also laid out in a way which allows the bikes to get a sufficient runup prior to the test area as
some of the heavier models become slow in acceleration when loaded fully.
The test was performed in an area with sufficient space surrounding the test, allowing the driver to aboard
the predetermined route if necessary. If this was generally caused by the bike not being able to follow the
route prescribed in a safe manner, this would count as a fail.
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Figure 13
Overview of the test
area used for the
evasive maneuver.

5.1.2 Steady-State Circle (Cornering Stability)
This test was performed at the same location as the Evasive Maneuver (Double Lane-Change). This was done
as the location was already available for use, but also since this test has many of the same requirements. The
test surface should represent surfaces which cargo bikes may encounter when in use but should also be as
plane as possible. If the surface is slanted bikes may fall over easier or the slope of the surface may prevent
them from falling and the results would therefore not be representative of the bikes’ actual capabilities.
With regards to the runup, the lower speed of 10 km/h for multi-tracked cargo bikes and 12 km/h for
single-tracked cargo bikes meant that the runup can be significantly shorter. The runup used was in this case
between 7-10 meters and none of the bikes had issues with reaching the designated speed in that space.
The length of the runup can be seen in the top-right image below.
Figure 14
The test area was laid
out on a flat parking
lot, which was paved
with asphalt to ensure
the test results were as
accurate as possible
but also were
representative of the
situation the test is
supposed to mimic.
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5.1.3 Constant High-Speed (Straight Line Stability)
To test the constant high-speed stability of the cargo bikes it was necessary to locate a stretch of road which
conformed with the test requirements. A stretch of bike-path was located next to the railroad-tracks shortly
after Presikhaaf Station in Arnhem. Here the bike-path is only a few years old meaning the road-surface is
good quality. Furthermore, the path features a length of purely straight road where the bikes will not require
steering-input, making it optimal for testing the stability of the cargo bikes in a straight line. The straight
piece of the path is roughly 200 meters long (See Figure 15).

Figure 15
Test-area used for
testing the straightline stability of the
cargo bikes.

Cones were used to mark off one lane for use in testing. Since the bike-path is a public road and it was not
possible to shut off the path completely during testing, other bikers also used the path. To ensure this did
not affect the results of the tests, the driver would only drive when the test-area was clear enough for him to
maintain a constant speed of 25 km/h without catching up to- or having to overtake other bikers.
Since the path also has a small hill at the beginning (End of the hill/beginning of test area is marked in
orange in Figure 15 and Figure 16), the tests were only measured from the end of the hill until the end of the
straight piece of the path (marked in green in Figure 15).
Figure 16
Beginning of the
test-area is at the end
of a small hill. This
also helps the cargo
bikes gain speed and
reach 25 km/h by the
beginning of the test.
Figure 17
The test-area was
marked off with cones
to help identify where
the area began/
ended.
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5.1.4 Sloped Road (Sideways Stability) and Static Stability (Parking Stability)
These two set of tests are discussed together since the procedure is similar in both tests and the same
equipment was used.
For these tests it was necessary to have a surface which could easily be adjusted to meet the requirements to
the inclination on which the bikes were parked. This was realized by construction of a plate which could be
tilted using two jacks; one in each corner. The plate was realized using two MDF-plates constructed on a
frame of thick wooden beams to prevent the plates from bending/warping. Using two jacks, two corners
could be raised independently ensuring that the plate would remain level at all times. If the bikes began to
skid on the surface, sandpaper would be mounted on the plates to create a rough surface, however, this was
not necessary as the plates had sufficient roughness to prevent the bikes from slipping.
The plate had wheels mounted in the corners to act as pivot-points when tilted.
Figure 18
Loading of the bikes
was done according
to the test-procedures
and sand/dirt was
used to obtain a
uniform loading.
Figure 19
An inclinometer was
used to determine
how far the cargo
bikes were tilted. An
offset was used since
the inclinometer did
not go below 0. If the
angle was -1° the
inclinometer would
display 0° and the
bike would thus be
tilted 1° more than
required.

To determine the inclination of the plate, an inclinometer was used. Please note that the inclinometer in the
images may show higher angles than required in the tests. Since the inclinometer could not go below zero, it
was always used with an offset to ensure the bikes were not tilted steeper than required.
In the loaded conditions, the bikes were loaded similarly to the other tests, unless otherwise required
(See 2.4). The bikes were thus loaded using sand/dirt to the required amount, in a uniform manner to ensure
a distributed load.
Following the test-procedures, only multi-tracked cargo bikes were tested according to the procedure
described in 2.4 Sloped Road (Sideways Stability).

Figure 20
The bikes could be
tilted sideways with
the plate used.
Figure 21
The bike box being
tested in the
longitudinal direction.
Please note the
inclinometer
mounted in the
bottom right corner of
the plate (Gray box).

5.2 Brake Tests
The brake tests are executed due to the DIN 79010. The tests are executed on a track as specified in the
norm. for more details see chapter 3.
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5.3 Range Tests
The range test was executed using a predetermined route, going through both Arnhem and the
surrounding area in and around the Veluwe National Park north of Arnhem. This route can be seen in
Figure 25.
Figure 22
Route used for the
range-tests in Arnhem
and the surrounding
area.

Through testing various scenarios where a delivery-route was simulated using real shops and stores, it
could be determined that the most realistic average distance between stops was between two and three
kilometers. The routes used for these preliminary tests can be seen in Figure 23 through Figure 25.
The cargo bikes therefore had to come to a complete stop before proceeding every two to three kilometers
to simulate the bikes operating on a delivery-route. The route chosen features several steep inclines/
declines, as well as several twisty sections and even some longer straights. Furthermore, the route features
both asphalt and concrete roads, as well as some cobbled sections to provide the most realistic
representation of a real-world scenario.
The data was measured using both the built-in bike computers (if available) as well as GPS-data. Since not all
bikes were equipped with computers and not all the computers could display the same data as well as some
discrepancy of the data measured (the distance measured could differ from bike to bike although they had
covered the same route together), the GPS-data was chosen for this report to ensure the consistency of the
results.
For a complete overview of the test procedure and test method, see chapter 4 from Test Proposal Project
Cargo Bikes.
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Figure 23
Test Route 1 used to
determine how the
range test should be
executed

Figure 24
Test Route 2 used to
determine how the
range test should be
executed.

Figure 25
Test Route 3 used to
determine how the
range test should be
executed.
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Cargo Bike Definition and Existing Legislation
One of the driving factors behind this project is that the use of cargo bikes for last-mile deliveries has
exploded in the last years and many expect for them to play a large role in future deliveries within the city
limits of, especially, larger cities (Reid, 2018). It is therefore important to ensure that the infrastructure is in
place to handle these larger bikes, but also to ensure that they will be safe to use. Currently however, no
standard is defined within the European Union for what constitutes a cargo bike and without a clear
definition of what defines a cargo bike, it is up to the individual countries to define what a cargo bike is and
how such may be constructed and where it fits in with the existing traffic. This section is devoted to defining
what is understood with the term 'cargo bike' as of the writing of this report, in three different countries: The
Netherlands, Germany, and Denmark.
These three countries are selected as they all can be considered of high importance on the area of cargo
bikes. Both the Netherlands and Denmark are regarded as the two countries in the world where the largest
amount of the population uses a bike for transportation and have for years (van Es, 2019). These two
countries are thus also the two places where the cargo bike will currently have the largest potential as the
concept fits well with the existing infrastructure and traffic.
Germany is also included as many German cities have already adopted the use of cargo bikes, but more
importantly because Germany is the first country to produce an actual standard for how cargo bikes should
be constructed. Furthermore, Germany is currently the largest European market for cargo bikes in overall
numbers (Oltermann, 2019).
Although some cargo bikes can be equipped with a trailer, trailers are considered outside the scope of this
report. Likewise, transportation of people is also considered outside the scope of this report. With regards to
legislation it is also very important to distinguish between two terms: bikes and bicycles. While often used
interchangeably it must be emphasized that they are not the same. While the term 'bikes' includes and
covers anything pedal-driven regardless of construction, the term 'bicycles' is limited to only include bikes
on two wheels.
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This especially becomes important as the term used will determine which cargo bikes they are applied to.
Cargo bikes on more than two wheels are covered under bikes, but cargo bikes on two wheels can fall under
either bikes or bicycles and may thus be subject to a completely different set o fregulations.
In this project focus is applied to cargo bikes which are electrically assisted up to 25 km/h.

6.1 Regulations - Netherlands
In the Netherlands there is currently no regulation in place specifically for cargo bikes. Since 1990 they have
been classified as regular bikes and therefore, they fall under the same regulation(s) as such. Cargo bikes are
therefore also not classified as a separate type of vehicle. The regulations for bikes are provided in the
Wegensverkeerswet of 1994 section 5.9.
There are currently no maximum dimensions on bikes in general on length. (Rijksoverheid, 2018) Manufacturers are therefore allowed to make the bikes as long as they see fit with no restrictions applying. Furthermore, since cargo bikes fall under the regulations for bikes, there is no limit to how heavy the cargo bikes can be
and how much they can be loaded with – this is solely decided by the manufacturer.
With regards to parking brakes, only bikes on more than two wheels are required to feature a parking brake
(§5.9.39). Although they may be as heavy as their multiple-tracked counterparts - or heavier, cargo bikes are
not required to have a functioning parking brake. Furthermore, no loading specifications are listed (Rijksoverheid, 2018), meaning the parking brake can be considered sufficient; yet be insufficient for the bike in
the fully loaded condition.

6.2 Regulations - Denmark
In Denmark no regulations are in place specifically for cargo bikes and therefore they fall under the regulations for ordinary cycles in the Publication on Design and Equipment of Bikes (Bekendtgørelse om cyklers
indretning og udstyr) (Trafik-, Bygge- og Boligstyrelsen, 2016) similar to the Netherlands.
There are no regulations for the maximum loading capacity of a bike, and this is thus only restricted by
means of the manufacturer’s own guidelines (sikkerhverdag.dk, n.d.). In summary very little regulation exists
on the design of cargo bikes in Denmark and as a result, bikes used for transporting cargo in cities can be as
heavy as the manufacturer wishes. Similarly, since no values are stated for braking capabilities, there are no
minimum requirements which manufacturers must fulfill. Furthermore, while it is stated in §7.5 that a cargo
bike must be equipped with a parking brake capable of holding the bike stationary on an inclined surface,
no minimum inclination is stated which can render the parking brake insufficient for steeper inclines.

6.3 Regulations - Germany
Germany is the first European country to establish a national standard for cargo bikes - the DIN 79010. The
DIN-standard builds onto the existing European regulations in EN 15194 covering cargo bikes assisted up to
25 km/h with a maximum continuous power-output of 250 W and went into effect on April 1st, 2019. The
DIN 79010 is expected to serve as a foundation for a future common European standard (Oortwijn, 2017).
DIN 79010 covers cargo bikes for transport of both goods and personnel.
In the standard limitations are put in place for things such as mass and dimensions of the cargo bikes. The
cargo bikes are further divided into several categories depending on their construction and intended
purpose (See Table 7).
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Table 7
Type-classifications
for cargo bikes
according to the
German DIN
79010-standard.

		

Class A

Class B

Class C

		

Personnel

Goods

Personnel and Goods

Type 1

-

1A

1B

1C

Single-track

Electric

1Ae

1Be

1Ce

Type 2

-

2A

2B

2C

Multi-track

Electric

2Ae

2Be

2Ce

Wet

One Axle

1,4 m/s²

Tests are set up to test the sideways stability, as well as, the static stability and parking brake capabilities in
both loaded and unloaded conditions. Furthermore, the standard includes a steady-state circle test,
however, this only applies to cargo bikes of Type 2.

6.4 Regulations - European Union
Although the individual countries have some regulations themselves, other regulations are put in place by
the European Union and these will therefore also be in effect in all member-countries. Since no specific
regulation exists on electrically assisted cargo bikes they will fall under electrically assisted bikes, or more
specifically the L1e-A category which is specified in EU Directive 168/2013. The L1e-A category is subject to
type-approval just as motorcycles, cars, and trucks and covers electrically assisted bikes with up to four
wheels. Vehicles in L1e-A are allowed a maximum continuous power-output of up to 1000 W however the
assistance should cut off whenever the rider stops pedaling or reaches 25 km/h (EU - European Union, 2013).
As this regulation would mean all electrically assisted bicycles would require a type-approval, an exemption
was made to anything which has a continuous power-output of 250 W or less. To ensure that bikes in this
category (For ease of understanding they will be named L1e-A(250) in this report) do not go unregulated
they were initially covered by EU Directive 2006/42/EC which is the machinery directive. Since the machinery
directive is rather general and covers health- and safety requirements for machinery, the directive was
replaced for electrically assisted bikes with EN 15194 which specifically focuses on electrically assisted bikes
exempt from L1e-A; namely bikes in L1e-A(250). Furthermore, all member-countries are allowed to classify
these vehicles as bicycles, which means they in many cases fall under such.
EN 15194, also referred to as EN 15194 – EPAC (Electrically Power Assisted Cycles), is focused on electrically
assisted bikes which fall under L1e-A(250) and is designed to help bike manufacturers easily conform with
the requirements. Furthermore, since it is an EU Directive all member-countries are obligated to implement
it and in this standard some of the more essential requirements are covered. EN 15194 describes both test
procedures as well as specific (design)requirements for the various components which make up the EPACs.
EN 15194 therefore covers many different areas of the EPACs regarding the powertrain, the brakes, electrical
system, mechanical construction etc. but it only covers cargo bikes to a limited extent. In the scope of the
standard it is stated that the standard covers EPACs for commercial use (i.e. cargo bikes), however with some
limitations.
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A significant limitation of EN 15194 is how the standard refers to the bikes it is regulating. In the standard the
term 'bicycles' is used to describe the bikes. The term 'bicycle' specifically refers to bikes with only two
wheels ('bi' meaning two) and therefore (cargo) bikes with more than two wheels (multi-tracked cargo bikes)
will therefore technically not be covered by the standard.
With some areas such as the overall dimensions (Height, width, and length) and the permissible cargo load
of the bikes not included in EN 15194, these are left to the individual countries, including the Netherlands, to
regulate if necessary. Without adequate legislation on the area, bikes in L1e-A(250) have become largely
unregulated and it is therefore this group of vehicles which are in focused on in this report.

6.5 Regulations - Summary
As a member of the European Union, the Netherlands is one of the countries in which EN 15194 is
supplemented with 'local' law, however no specific legislation has ever been put in place specifically for
cargo bikes. This means that cargo bikes which falls under L1e-A(250) go largely unregulated in many areas.
It is this group of cargo bikes which are the focus of this project.
So far only a single country has created a standard specifically aimed at cargo bikes; Germany.
Since only Germany currently has regulations specifically in place for cargo bikes, both the Netherlands and
Denmark (And likely many other countries) are left without adequate definition on what constitutes a cargo
bike. This becomes problematic as they can therefore be classified as regular bikes and be regulated as such,
where very little legislation exists regardless of the main purpose of the bike.
To properly regulate cargo bikes in the Netherlands two things are therefore necessary:
1. Determine what constitutes a cargo bike and make a clear definition of these so they have a specific
vehicle-class of their own separate from regular bicycles.
2. Determine in which areas they need to be regulated.
Areas in which cargo bikes need to be regulated are situations where they exhibit weaknesses or dangerous
situations/scenarios where certain requirements are to be met. By investigating these situations and
scenarios as well as researching accidents involving cargo bikes, it is possible to determine where the focus
of the regulation should be.
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Conclusion
Currently there is very little legislation in place regarding cargo bikes and therefore many different models of
differing quality are available on the market. Since little to no testing is performed on a bike prior to it
releasing on the market, the customer has little guarantee that the bike is safe to drive on and has no
guarantee as to whether the bike can do what is promised. A Dutch standard could help change this.
Investigating the different cargo bikes which were made available for this project it is apparent that most of
the common cargo bikes will fall/roll over before they lose traction and slide and stability-wise this is
therefore the biggest potential danger. How the cargo bikes are loaded and what with, therefore has a large
influence on how they behave on the road.
It could also be seen that many bikes failed the brake-tests and displayed inadequate ability to brake,
especially in the case of only applying brakes from a single axle. In many situations this can be dangerous
and may contribute to accidents. The bikes’ inability to meet the requirements set forth further underlines
the importance of having a set of standards regulating the bikes, otherwise potentially unsafe bikes can be
sold legally without the customer’s knowledge of the bike’s abilities.
While a series of tests, which are easy to use, were developed for use in the future for both legislators and
manufacturers, it can be concluded that more tests should be added to ensure the stability of the cargo
bikes is sufficient. Some bikes would appear to be unstable in certain situations like when cornering with the
maximum cornering angle the bike was capable of, however, this did not necessarily show in the current
test-results.
In conclusion, using the tests suggested in this report can provide a good representation of the capabilities
of cargo bikes available on the today’s market, however a few scenarios suggest that further test-procedures
could be required.
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Recommendations
It is recommended to set up and include additional tests in a potential final Dutch standard for cargo bikes.
While performing steady-state circle tests some cargo bikes would easily begin to lift a wheel if small,
sharper corrections were made, even if the correction was minor. It is therefore recommended to include a
step-steer test where a sudden steering-input is made, similar to ISO 7401 adapted to use on cargo bikes.
It is also recommended to include a speed-hump test, going over the speed hump at different angles.
During the progress of this project it has become apparent that many of the cargo bikes feel unstable when
traversing a speed hump as the bike may be tilted to one side. However, the main reason is that many of the
cargo bikes tested tended to bump-steer significantly. This was most pronounced in bikes with a large
scrub-radius such as those with turntable-steering.
Finally, it is also recommended to include a shimmy-test, as some of the bikes tested displayed potential for
this. In the shimmy-test the steering is alternately turned from left to right and vice-versa. The bike will then
either begin to amplify this effect before losing control or the bike will correct itself minimizing the effect.
Regarding the brake test, in case of multi-tracked cargo bikes it is recommended to perform series of brake
tests on two different road surfaces under the lift hand and right and of the cargo bikes. While braking it
produces uneven brake torque on each tire. This can cause that the cargo bike becomes uncontrollable.
It is also recommended to experiment with different loading conditions. All tests were performed with a
uniformly distributed load since it was expected that this would be the common recommendation from
manufacturers. However, when asked, most manufacturers did not have recommendations or guidelines for
how to load their bikes. Daily users will thus also not have any guidelines for how to load the bikes and will
likely not give much thought to how the bikes are loaded (And may not always have a choice). As it was seen
the loading and the COG of the cargo bikes could have a large influence on the behavior of some of the
bikes and it is therefore highly recommended to perform tests with different loading conditions (Front, rear,
side etc.) rather than just a uniform distribution.
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